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FedEx employee wins favorable ruling in religious discrimination suit

Agreement comes after court refused to grant order in FedEx’s favor

CHICAGO — A Federal Express employee who filed a religious discrimination lawsuit against his employer has come out on the winning side after a federal judge denied a 

FedEx motion asking the court rule in its favor without further proceedings.

The case, Weathers v FedEx, was filed on behalf of FedEx employee Eric Weathers by Jason Craddock, a Chicago attorney who is allied with the Alliance Defense Fund. David 

Gibbs III and Seth Kraus from the Christian Law Association were co-counsel in the case.

“We hope this ruling will remind corporate America that it’s simply bad business to force employees to check their faith at the door,” Craddock said.

U.S. District Judge Edmond E. Chang denied FedEx’s motion for summary judgment in January after finding “enough evidence…for a reasonable jury to find that Weathers 

suffered the requisite significant negative alteration in the workplace” to constitute an “adverse employment action” as a result of FedEx’s failure to accommodate his religion.

FedEx refused to allow Weathers to answer questions from others about the Bible or others matters of faith. After his director refused to answer his questions as to why his 

speech was banned, Weathers turned to a Human Resources representative who replied in e-mail stating that his speech was an “act detrimental to the company”—a 

designation given to sexual harassment, possession of illegal drugs or weapons in the workplace, theft, workplace violence, and other egregious acts. Though Weathers only 

answered questions about the Bible, the HR representative also told Weathers that discussions of religion and politics are “forbidden in the workplace.”

Subsequent to his search for answers, on multiple occasions, FedEx refused to acknowledge the Title VII Civil Rights Accommodation Request that Weathers sent to both his 

managing director and to Human Resources.

“Weathers’ superiors told him that he could not discuss religion, even if asked, and he was told that he must affirmatively misrepresent his college degree,” wrote Judge Chang. 

Weathers holds a Bachelor’s degree in Bible and Youth Ministry from The Master’s College, and is pursuing his Masters of Divinity from The Master’s Seminary.

Judge Chang noted that “FedEx supervisors tied Weathers’ hands (more precisely, his tongue) on a topic of great importance to him, and did not bother to respond to his request 

for an accommodation.… Title VII’s definitional section provides that a failure to accommodate a religious practice is indeed a form of discrimination based on religion.”

Judge Chang additionally noted, “When Weathers was subject to the complete ban on discussing religion, [his Director] herself injected religion into the workplace on two 

separate occasions.”

Two weeks following the prohibition of his religious speech, Weathers’ director engaged in religious speech herself by ordering him to define the term “atheist” and by sending 

him an e-mail stating, “The man upstairs is watching….” The e-mail included a picture of a Baptist church marquee that stated, “God has seen your CBT [business report] 

numbers. You’re going to hell!”

Though FedEx argued that Weathers’ performance was a reason for his demotion, internal records demonstrate that his most recent performance review showed he had 

“achieved expectations” and that his second most recent review reveals that he received the highest rating possible of “exceeds expectations” in seven out of seven categories.

Finding that a jury may conclude that Weathers suffered an adverse employment action, Chang denied FedEx’s motion to dismiss Weathers’ claim that FedEx failed to 

accommodate his religious beliefs. Both parties then agreed to settle the case, the terms of which are confidential.
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